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Laying the Groundwork For Hypothesis Making in EAP Lecture COmprehension 
Roni S. Lebauer 
Native speakers, when listening to lectures, sift thro~gh the information 
to choose what to listen to, make hypotheses about future discourse, syn-
thesize preceding discourse, and add their own background knowledge. Non-
native speakers, too, need to be aware of their active role as listener. 
They also need to be aware of the fact that their foreign language and 
foreign culture background may lead them to make predictions and interpret 
info~ation during an English lecture differently than native English 
speakers. This article will present relevant theories of discourse pro-
cessing for native and non-native speakers of English and suggest exercises 
for non-native speakers based on these theories geared towards awareness 
and improvement of hypothesis making during lectures. 
In order to truly function in a language, a speaker/listener cannot 
rely solely on a grammatical ~ompetence in the language and must instead 
have a more comprehensive communicative competence in that language--
incorporating assumptions about the speakers and their roles, the speech 
event, and the underlying assumptions of the culture and language concerning 
how to use the language to perform particular functions. An academic lecture 
is a speech event in which the lecturer is attempting to communicate specific 
ideas to the audience. The audi~ce is generally only involved in the recep-
tive role. Because there is little room for requests for clarification and 
feedback, the lecture discourse, itself, must provide the information concer"-
ing what is meant to be communicated. In some way, a lecturer needs to lead 
the audience to interpret his/her output in the way s/he has intended. This 
means helping the audience follow his/her train of thoughts--his/her organi-
zation patterns, h~s/her hierarchy of information importance, his/her assump-
tions about the workings of the world, and~~er ass~mptions about how language 
serves to express those assumptions. 
This article will focus on the processes the listener must go through 
in order to reconstruct this train of thought. First, research in connected 
discourse processing will be discussed with extra attention placed on the 
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implications ~ this research for non-native speakers {NNS) of English. Lastly~ 
suggestions will be presented as to how knowledge of discourse processing can 
be applied in an EAP lecture comprehension pedagogy to help students be 
more aware of their role as an active listener. 
1. Research in Connected Discourse Processing with Implications for EAP lecture 
Comprehension. 
Much research has been done to answer the question "what goes on in the 
listener's mind as~e processes connected discourse for retention? •• One of 
the first researchers to deal with this question was Bartlett {1932). He felt 
that researchers had to account for the fact that when a passage was recalled, 
it was not reproduced exactly but was rather reconstructed in the light of a 
person's -schema• at the time of recall. This concept of listening being a 
process of reconstruction based on the listener's own expectations and analysis 
and requiring the listener's own inferences has resulted in what may most 
generally be called "schema theory''. Adams and Coll ins (1979: 3), describe 
• schema theory'': 
A fundamental assumption of~chema-theoretic 
approaches to language comprehension is that 
spoken or written text does not in itself carry 
meaning. Rather, a text only provides directions 
for listeners or readers as to how they should 
retrieve or construat the intended meaning from 
their own, previously acquired knowledge. The 
words of a text evoke in the reader associated 
concepts, their past interrelationships and their 
potential interrelationships. The organization of 
the text helps the reader to select among these 
conceptual complexes. The goal of schema theory 
is to specify the interface between the reader 
and the text--to specify how the reader's know-
ledge interacts with and shapes the information 
on the page and to specify how that knowledge must 
be organized to support the interaction. 
Obviously, the listener is not a passive receiver. While listening, s/he 
is constantly recreating the text. 
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One type of ''schema'' research is Van Dijk's (1977a, 1977b) "theory 
of macro-structures". Van Dijk suggests that information processing 
involves the retrieval of the "macro-structures'' of the discourse. 
~These "macro-structures" may be more commonly regarded as "topic" or 
"theme".) According to Van Dij k, a complete discourse comprehension 
model would activate knowledge of ''frames" (units or concepts that are 
typically related), knowledge of super-structures (the functive use of 
the discourse e.g. narrative, argument, advertisement), inferences based 
. anA 
super-structures, application of macro-rules (of generali-
A • 
on frames and 
zation of information, deletion of information, integration of information, 
and construction of information) to deduce the macro-structure of the 
discourse. 
As Tannen (1979:138) says, "terms such as 'frames', 'schema', 'scripts' 
all amount to structures of expectations ••• based on one's experience 
of the world in a given culture, one organizes knowledge about the world 
and uses this knowledge to predict interpret ations and relationships re-
~ 
garding new information, events, and experiences". Examples of" frames'' 
are 11 how people look and behave• or"what the geography of the world is"· 
In an "eating in a restaurant'' frame, in American culture, there would be 
subsets including ''eating in an expensive restaurant'' and "eating in a 
diner''. Further along in the hierarchy of information of the frame ''eating 
in a diner'' would be the concept of ''eating at a counter'', "tipping the 
waitress'', •reading the newspaper over coffee•. Van Dijk (1977b) treats 
these ''frames" as being a hierarchy of facts, assumptions, propositions, 
expectations of actions and objects, all of which are stored in semantic 
memory. 
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Winograd (1977:81) defines three types of discourse schema: 
(1) interpersonal schema - conventions for interactions 
between the participants in a communication. 
(2) rhetorical schema - conventions for laying out a 
reasoning sequence which the speaker wants the 
hearer to follow. 
(3) narrative schemas - conventions for connecting 
a sequence of utterances into a coherent text. 
In most discourse, all three of these schemas are working at the same 
time. During a lecture, for example, not only are there conventions for 
laying out a reasoning sequence, but there are also rules of lecturer-
student interaction and rules for connecting the logical sequence of 
utterances within the larger lecture discourse organization. 
What then does the listener do as a/he processes connected discourse 
according to schema theory? 
A receiver strategically attempts to develop a 
message theme as soon as possible. The developed 
message theme serves as an organizational criteria 
for relating propositions to one another. It also 
serves as a retrieval cue to assess prior semantic 
memory schema a~d to decide if a message is 
complete and ready for long term semantic memoVf 
storage. (Housel and Acker, 1979: 28) 
Adams a.nd Collins (1979: 5) say that "every input event must be mapped 
against some schema and all aspects of that schema must be compatible 
with the input information". Connected discourse processing, then, is 
very much a matter of hypothesizing and assessing these hypotheses against 
the incoming information. Two processes in particular take place. One 
process is ''bottom-up processing• which is evoked by the incoming data 
and tries to f~nd more general schema that.encompass the incoming infor-
mation. The second processing strategy is "top-down processing" which 
tries to find lower-level schema that confirm hypotheses already made. 
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This concept of the listener first hypothesi2ing a message and 
then later assessing the hypothesis is the basis of Hal~and Steven's 
(1967) 'analysis by synthesis' model of connected discourse processing. 
This model proposes that the listener generates internally a match for 
the speech s/he hears, a match that is constantly refined by testing it 
against incoming information. Halle and Stevens propose two stages in 
their model: stage one being a period of preliminary analysis and hypothe-
sis finding; stage two being a period of synthesis and hypothesis testing. 
Oakeshott-Taylor (1979) posits a third stage of storage of semantic content 
of passage and integration with the content of previously heard ideas. 
Freedle (1972:183) expands on this notion of hypothesis formation 
and testing when he states that "the relative difficulty we have in isolating 
the relevant topic of conversation is related to the size of the set of 
possible alternatives that we believe might be discussed under a given set 
of circumstances". If the set of possible alternatives is too wide, possibly 
due to cultural differences and different expectations, the receiver will 
have more difficulty with hypothlsis formation and testing because his/her 
chances of forming incorrect hypotheses are greater and his/her chances of 
~ finding that the incoming information is fitting into the hypothesized 
structure ~~~ greater. Freedle ~ater says that those with too narrow a set 
of alternatives have great problems because they may feel that it is the 
lecturer who is making an error in topic or who is ~wandering" off the 
topic • 
Rivers (1966) attempts to deal with the problem of the ESL student's 
having too great a set of alternatives on the lexical and syntactic level. 
She suggests that those factors which reduce the possibility of occurrence 
of any particular word or idea should be pointed out and practiced. These 
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factors could be syntactic relationships (e.g. the necessity for a noun 
phrase following a determiner), combinations of words of high frequency 
... (e.g. as a matter __ where 'of fact' or, 'of course"" the only rea-
sonable alternative), or cliches (e.g. where there's a will, 
where 'there's a way' is the only reasonable alternative.) 
What unifies all of these branches of research is the idea that 
people do not receive information into an empty receptacle. Rather, 
the receiver imposes organization and unspoken ideas onto the input. 
This imposition arises from the receiver's accumulated knowledge of how 
the world works and how speech is used to express how the world works. 
Tannen (1979: 144) notes how this imposition not only aids interpretation 
but also may shape different interpretations: 
This prior experience or organized knowledge takes 
the form of expectations about the world, and in 
the vast majority of cases, the world, being a system-
atic place, confirms these expectations, saving the 
individual the trouble of figuirng things out anew 
all the time ••. At the same time that expectations 
make it possible to perceive and interpret objects 
and events in the world, they shape those perceptions 
~ to the model of the world provided by them ••• Thus, 
structures of expectationmakeinterpretation possible, 
but in the process they also reflect back on perception 
of the world to justify that interpretation. 
Our assumptions about the world are so deeply ingrained as undeniable 
"facts" about the world that it may be virtually impossible to see the 
world and its organization in a different way. 
For the ESL student who is called upon to interpret connected 
discourse in a foreign language, this research may have relevance. The 
student may need to recognize and make the appropriate assumptions about 
super-structures in the foreign langauge. Kaplan (1966) discusses the 
idea of "contrastive rhetoric•, the assumption that different cultures 
expect and call for a different system of presentation to get ideas across. 
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According to Van Dijk (1977b: 154) macro-categories (e.g. setting, resolu-
tion, episode in the super-structure of a narrative) "dominate sequences 
of propositions of the narrative discourse" and so. are the building blocks 
of interpreting a narrative. Listeners from cultures in which the macro-
categories are different or very differently expressed may impose the wrong 
interpretation on the narrative or might end up totally confused at the 
seeming illogicality of the input. 
On a lower level of interpretation, the ESL student must develop a 
source of "frames~ similar to those assimilated by the native English 
speaker. Awareness of the "picturesr that come to mind when a certain 
topic is raised will lead to greater equivalence in background knowledge 
among native speakers (NS) and NNS. Rather than taking for granted that 
the NNS knows the implications of a topic, more attention needs to be 
placed on the cultural presuppositions about that topic. In terms of 
vocabulary, too, implications need to be discussed. Discussion of a 
character who is -beggingv needs to include the presupposition that in 
American culture, •begging" deno!es need or cunning, that it is a degrading 
practice, and that itis·looked upon as a nuisance. 
Attention also needs to be focussed on predictive assumptions at the 
word and syntactic level. Predictions of what gr~mmatical form can fit 
into a certain slot need to be practiced. Awareness of lexical ''chunks'~ 
words that always come together, need to be introduced. Awareness of 
clich~ and cultural •proverbs'' need to be dealt with. 
The strategy that most needs to be worked on in the ESL classroom, 
then, is the making of correct hypotheses or at least, the making of in-
correct hypotheses that can be refined by incorporation of preceding or 
incoming data leading to correct hypotheses. This hypotheses making can 
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be practiced on all levels of discourse: on the lexical level, the 
syntactic level, and most importantly for lecture discourse, on the 
discourse level of overall organizational patterns. The remainder of 
this article will focus on specific exercises to make students aware 
of the need for hypothesis making, to make students aware of the possi-
bility of different hypothesis making due to different cultural back-
grounds, and finally, to practice hypothesis making. 
2. Pedagogy for Training Hypothesis Making in EAP Lecture Comprehension 
Classes 
In the first and second exercises, lecture transcripts are used so 
that studentssee and discuss in concrete terms what is taking place 
during the lecture. The first exercise uses a complete transcript; the 
second exercise uses a transcript W:l:th words and ideas omitted. The third 
exercise aims at introducing students to non-linguistic cues to emphasis, 
de-emphasis, and organization. In the fourth and fifth exercises, students 
are listening to lecture segments and predicting lecture direction and 
~ 
discussing how they made their predictions. In the sixth exercise, students 
are listening to lectures with attention focussed on the overall discourse 
structure. 
The following directions are handed out for the first lecture tran-
~riptanalysis. It is stressed that there are no absolute answers and 
that the purpose of the exercises is discussion. 
1. Circle all cues. (Cues tell you what to look at, what is important, 
what the organization is, what information is coming next, etc. 
Cues do not give facts. Examples of cues are "Let's take a look at 
••• ", ''Next ••• ", "Now ••• " etc.) 
2. Bracket [ ] all references (e.g. [from this point of view]). 
3. Cross out all repetition, paraphrase, secondary detail (examples, 
clarification, expansion) and tangents. 
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Below is a sample of how one transcript might be analyzed. 
Lecture Tranaeript - t.aauase .. wt\4 • 
<-·-~-... .. ~- .t- "' ..... ~ ~t'a firat look a!)one &lpeet of lenguase •. <£:vant to loOS} 
@the aoeiological or aoeioUnsuiatic vay of looking at 
~-'- ":s-~·.._, ... ,n 
lanaua&•· ··~from thia poiut of vi- aome lillguiata 
bave ccme up with the idea that lanauase 1a a 1ame .•. -Kite-
football, aeecet, ~aaekall •• • each per1on who apeak8 in any 
particular lanaua&e or ay COIIIIIUlli ty knows all the rule a of 
this &&m8 •••• ha7 ~GW bow tO piay •• ,IODebody vbo Comta fram 
• different one M ,._ la:w well uy Dot know all che rulea 
~-\\•. 
ao you bave acme problema vith communication •• ~ecauae 
we &aid languase ia • same doasu' t Decessarily -an chat ve 
play it for fun • •• ve uaually play it for wry aedoua re&~ons ... 
.on of the time ••. elthuagb ICWt:haea we do pia) it fot :fwt ••• 
••n'••- .e.ll joleea esc! th'-1• Ulte that.a.~ .. but 
cbe n~. ..... Do •tter Vblit ve do are very well defined ••• ~ 
•Y ·a• lrr= tiMe ehey are ltat tba)'ta q·ea;y c'ear ~lea of 
wll•c 7ou •• io md ubet JCa cm't do ln any •le•tiou ... 
uaually ill any uae of lansuase people ue tryillg to accomplbh 
aamething .•• LLJ:b•& lie lie IOIIethius ••• that' a why they talk ... 
, ... c~• ;cu just talk to )oazaelf fez co ••••ea ... ~ 
lanauaae to describe •.• -edl about dii vofld that .•••••. 
tbera'• a •heir euez there . . . "therc'a a pezac:: ouac b•r= . • 
':"t: c.- •• .., ....... ~" "•• .. 
•camw.a ie fl'- &lt:bta ••• " ...._,. u cz •• €the!} thin& that ve 
uae ic for is to tell people to do lom&thing .•• pi•••• eloae 
It is hoped that students would come out of a discussion based on the tran-
scripts with the knowledge that there !!. a 11method to the madness • and that 
it is within his/her reach. A primary benefit from this analysis is thus 
psychological--the student feels that there is a way to listen to a lecture 
and that there is some means by which s/he can learn how to listen. A 
teaching benefit is that a framework for discussing lecture; notes, listening 
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etc. has been established. Both teachers and students can talk about 
what was happening in the lecture (the communicative intent of the lecturer) 
in addition to discrete points in the lecture. 
Still, at this point, the student may not be convinced that it is 
within his/her power to pass over any information. The second transcript 
exercise serves to dispel those fears. These exercises involve transcripts 
with blanks which need to be filled in with words or ideas. Again, students 
are warned that there are no absolute answers and that in some cases, they 
do not have enough clues to find an answer. The instructions for these 
exercises follow. 
1. Fill in th~ blanks with a word or words that make sense. 
2. Clarify for yourself (you do not need to write anything) 
what clues you used for the choices you made. 
Below is a sample exercise with actual responses given by students A) and 
B). 
A) way 
•. • oow l•guage b allo like a 11111111 ill a !) miLnner of other 
A) a-•• ~ A) aa.e 
B) Ways •• • buically, lib a B) eonvet'tlation you Wlually 
A) one 
Dead 110re thaD .;.B.;..> _'tV;..;..,;o ___ peraon to play lm~Uge • •. 
A) a peraon A> to the 
usually B) somebody talk to aomebody elae or B) some-
A) 
~B.;.;> b;;.;o;;.;d:!:y_"t.::;.a=:l::.:k:....:.t::.o ...:•::..____ group of people .•. aome tiJ11ea you talk 
A) unlike 
to Jouraelf but that'• more B> unusual thm WIU&l exeept 
if you're thinking Dot outriaht talking ... it'a a same because 
A) usually 
it'a B) rules A) play 
. • . aomethiD& that va B) play together .. • 
A) with one Al factor A) _ 
B) - ••• another -.B.;..)---- it'a like a -.B._)----
A> play A) who is 
i.e that the player a ;;B.:..>-----· •• one peraon .=:B.:.>-.;;-___ _ 
A) a aroup of 
& D., peraon comea illto Bl - thr f ....._ _______ .•• ee or our 
peraona are atandin& together they 111ay all be playing .• • one 
A) the other 
.. y leave and a aubatitute B) may eome in 
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. .. eo it'a 
A) iaportant 
~B::.:>:.....::an:,::o::,.:t~h:::,e!;.r __ thins b 
of c:ourae like I aaid, you're out to vln &OMthing jUIIt like 
A) in any other 1ame we do 
B) you want to win the aame you want to kick the ball in 
t ..,h .... e-....a..,o.::;a;:;.l _______________ . . • we're UIIUIIlly 
A) required 
out to ac:complleb 101111thing .•• IOIIIethins tansible . . .... a>.__-=-~--
or aoa.tbiDg lntansible, like .motional aatiafac:tion .•. 
.,.,,__ - A) concerning ea.&~ to that offec:t . • • Ol • • • enotbar thins Bl to notice 
A) le.nauase 
.._1:..> _______ ia that .,.zybody hae his own atyle of 
A) play 
~) doina thinss 
of playing games 
A) players have different styles 
like B) A loes to bed early; B takes 
""a-'b,_a,_t'"'h'-=at,;,...:n:.:i:~~~l5h;::.'t.:....:e:.:'t.::c:~. ------------- ju.t like 
that 101111 apeakera are wry aood at certain vaya of apeaking 
and have certain individual atylea of apeakins . • • .varybody 1a 
A) different 
B) !peaking in hia own atyle nobody apeaka the 
...... . alao, like a aocc:er player or like any s.ae player you 
A) aimilarly, you can choose your 
B can cban1e your atyle . . . 
A) atyle of play 
""B"---------------· .• ao atylea change aa well 
aa the fact that each paracm baa bia own atyle •• . 
This exercise when done in groups provokes a lot of discussion and serves 
to put into practice ideas that were discussed theoretically in the first 
. 
exercise using complete transcripts. The teacher's role in this activity 
is to get students to see what cues they used to predict what was coming. · 
Where students can't predict, the teacher can discuss concepts of repiti-
tion, parallelism, reference, repeated organizational patterns (such as 
repeatedly making a statement and then ·comparing it to a sports game), 
.I 
cliches, etc. The teacher need not correct students or even provide 
"answers" except where the student's answer is illogical in terms of meaning. 
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The third exercise, designed to decrease student's dependence on 
listening to every word, is to show a video tape of a lecture (5-10 minutes) 
and have students mark down or discuss any non-linguistic or paralinguistic 
cues of emphasis or non-emphasis they notice or hear. The goal here is to 
get students to be looking beyond the words, not necessarily to come up 
with an uncontestable rule. 
In the preceding exercises the students were introduced to the concepts 
of cues, organizational patterns, redundancy, expansion, and paraphrase by 
looking at transcripts--a concrete representation of the sounds and words 
that pass by quickly when spoken. In the next group of exercises the 
students begin to listen, still noting cues, organizational patterns, 
redundancy, etc. but are now not relying on text. At this point, practice 
begins in prediction, first on a one or two utterance level (utterances 
being marked by falling intonation or major junctures) and subsequently, 
on a larger segment level (continuous discourse of 1-3 mdnutes). 
Practice in hypothesis making on the one or two utterance level is 
~ designed to introduce the students to the concept of discourse coherence. 
Words are not interpreted in isolation but must be related both backwards 
and forwards to other information in the discourse. This exercise begins 
by taping a lecture and playing it back in segments constantly stopping 
and asking: Where is the speaker heading (in a general sense)? What will 
come next? How do you know? Is this important information? An ideal 
interaction is demonstrated below. (In the classroom, the teacher would 
most likely give more clues to elicit these ideas and would probably give 
many of his/her own ideas and analyses.) 
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Lecture Se!p!!!!t 
lAt'a turn to 
the !!2....!! 
Chins itlelf .•. 
Teacher-Student Interaction 
T: Wbere ia the apeaker heading? 
S: He'll look at what'• in the book ... 
the idea• in the book ••• 
T: What will COIIII! next? 
S : one main ide a fr01a the book 7 the 
firat page of the book? the book'a 
o1:ganization? 
T: How do you know? 
S: "turn to the book itaelf" ••• ao he' 1 
not talking about the background of 
the book •.• he wantl to look at the 
content of the book .•• 
T: Ia thia important information? 
S: Yea ... the lecturer is telling us hie 
focua ••• directins our attention •.• 
uow .•• the cente1: T: Where ia the apeaker heading? 
of thla book is S: he wants to talk about what "Tao" 
:l.n thh word 'llll!&nl ••• wanca to talk about how whole 
''Tao" (written on book relate• to "Tao" 
board) ..• thia is T: What vi~l c~'next? 
the haart... S: a definition of "Tao"? ••• what "Tao" ia? 
ao .•• if you can 
know what thia 
word ia tryina 
to aay ••• and the 
way you know it 




T: Bow .do you know? 
S: be des vorda like "center", wrote 
tiu! word on the board .•• atreuea "thh 
11 the heart" 
T: 11 thia important information? 
S: yea ••• further aubcategorizea topic 
from Tao Te Ching to "Tao" 
T: Where is the apeaker beading? 
S: ••• hov cm1 you kDov what thil word 
-····· T: What will come next? 
S: be aaya the way 11 ~ by sitting 
down and intellectuali&ing ••• muat 
be by feeling ••• 
T: How do you know? 
S: firat be a aye ve £!!!_ know vhat "Teo" 
ia but then he tell• us how !!!!! to 
find out ••• be must intend to tell ua 
later how ve can f1nd out •.. 
T: Is thil important information? 
S: 111&ybe ••• it seem. that the important 
information will c~ .•. thia ia 
leading up to it ••• 
On a larger segment level, a lecture may be broken down into one to three 
minute segments. Again, the students will be asked to predict where the 
speaker is heading, to predict what will come next, and to describe how 
they have arrived at those conclusions. Two segments from a larger 
lecture on earthquakes follow. 
1. What I'd like . to talk about today b earthquakea--whac 
aciaatbu bow or think about the cauaea of euch.qualc.ea , 
Vbat development• have occurred concerning the prediction of 
earthquake•. ~ you uy already know, earthquake• are one 
of the mac unpredictable of uatural occ:urrencea. Moat 
oftaa, they n-rike without .. pecific v&%'D1Dg. One auc:h 
aa.zpected ea-rthquake occurrad in Itely in Decembe-r 1980; 
~th~ o~~un-ed in Al&eria in October 1980. In 1976, an 
euthquake meuuring 8. 2 :on the Ucbte-r Scale occurred 90 
~lea aoutheaat of Pekin&. killing aa many as 650,000 people. 
Thi• earthquake alao bad ea~t aeiamologlata by aurpriae. 
lt alaoat aeema that at the preaent level of reaearch, nature 
alvaya aurprlaea man . 
2. Even ao, u time pa .. el; the earth • a behavior ll beccn:dng 
~cb 1••• ~acerioua. Le•• than 300 yeara ago, •• lace as 
-# 1750, the "Bbhop of • London told hh follower• that two 
recent quakea b.ad been warning• fram an angry deity. Today, 
acientiata, thinking that they're aomevhat cloaer ~o an 
anave-r, prefer anot.her explmat.ion. 'rbia explanation ia known 
u t!'a theory of plate uctcmlca (write on !toad). 
At the end of segment #1, the teacher might ask the students where they 
think the talk is heading. They will probably predict that the next seg-
ment of the lecture will begin with either the causes or prediction of 
earthquakes. The teach~r should accept any logical possibility. The goal 
is to have students feel free to guess. Instead of going directly into all 
of segment #2, the teacher may begin slowly with perhaps only the first 
sentence, allowing students to modify their original guesses. For example, 
the lecturer begins segment 112 with "Even so, as time passes, the earth's 
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behavior is becoming much less mysterious." The teacher may again ask 
if there are any predictions of lecture direction. ~e may point out 
the cues "even so" (a cue that the following information is a contradiction 
or a qualification of the prev.ious statement that "nature always surprises 
man") or the cue "as time passes" (a reference to time up to the modern 
day). Students may be able to guess that the talk will continue about 
theories of earthquake causes or prediction in the past to the present. 
This type of questioning would be repeated throughout a complete lecture. 
Lastly, students need a basis (or being able to predict the overall 
design of the lecture. By making students aware of traditional rhetorical 
plans and asking them to see whether and how a lecture fits into 
this p\a(") , students are again building up their intuitions about how 
lecture discourse is organized in English. 
A sample framework could be as follows. This framework is for an 
"inductive" lecture style. In this style, the main point of the lecture 
is stated at the end in the form of a conclusion. Until the end, the lis-
tener must follow the author's l{ne of thought, expecting conclusions at 
the end to tie together all of the anecdotes, narratives, test descriptions, 
etc. in the body of the lecture. 
loduc:tive OrR&nizational Style 
Introduction (optional): 
Topic that neecll to be dealt with; nat•ent of a probl-: 
ADecdote(a), narrative(a), teat deac:riptiou(s), obaervation(a) concernina 
topic: or probl-: 
Concluaiona bued on the above anecdote(a), urrative(a), teat description(•), 
ob.ervation(a): 
Swmary of points covered (optional) : 
Being aware of this model style, students have a greater chance of being 
able to accurately predict discourse direction. They will be able to say 
with more authority that given what the lecturer has already stated, s/he 
will probably continue in a certain direction. 
3. Conclusion 
This article discussed the relevance of theories of discourse pro-
ceasing and the relevance of discourse analyses to EAP lecture comprehen-
sion pedagogy. Studies in the discourse of lectures provide the teacher 
with an awareness of what might be taking place during lecture discourse 
and can serve as guidelines to classroom teaching with the assumption 
that "identifying strategies of interpretation can both serve to elucidate 
discourse as well as act as a language learning objective" (Candlin 1978: 40). 
These strategies of interpretation include awareness of cohering and cohesive 
devices of lectures (lexical, syntactic, and paralinguistic) as well as an 
awareness of devices that serve to emphasize information (lexical, syntactic, 
paralinguistic, and organizational cues). It should be noted, however, that 
" 
the teaching of lecture comprehension cannot be accomplished solely by ana-
lyzing the strategies of listening. Input and practice must be extensive, 
with discussion of strategies serving to facilitate and impose order on 
incoming information. 
Studies in the cognitive processes involved in lecture comprehension 
and note-taking are further removed from actual classroom interaction than 
are discourse analyses. However, models of comprehension such as "schema" 
models, "analysis by synthesis" models, and "depth of processing" models do 
provide the teacher with a knowledge of why s/he is teaching what s/he teaches. 
Hypothesizing that comprehension involves mapping incoming information against 
some schema presupposes that the listener's schema is compatible or flexible 
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enough to incorporate the lecturer's schema. Hypothesizing that compre-
hension is a process of analysis and hypothesis finding and testing suggests 
the importance of guessingandPredicting when listening to lectures. An 
awareness of how culture may affect the mapping process or the hypothesis 
finding and testing process suggests the need to expand the NNS's cultural 
awareness by giving context to topics and elucidating various assumptions 
that NSs would make while listening to a lecture. 
The exercises presented in this article are based on theories of what 
occurs when listening, yet no empirical tests have been done to determine 
which strategies and exercises are, in fact, used by and useful to the 
student when s/he listens to lectures. these exercises do, however, provide 
the students with a stronger base in knowing what s/he needs to do when 
listening, and provides the teacher and students with a clearer view of the 
ultimate goal and the steps and reasons for each step leading to that goal. 
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